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ABSTRACT 

 

  The main objective of this study is to develop a single-camera unit-based three-dimensional 

surface imaging technique that could be used to reduce the disparity error in three-dimensional 

(3D) image reconstruction and simplify the calibration process of the imaging system. The current 

advanced stereoscopic 3D imaging system uses a pair of imaging devices (e.g., complementary 

metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) or charge-coupled device (CCD)), imaging lenses, and other 

accessories (e.g., light sources, polarizing filters) and diffusers.) To reconstruct the 3D scene, the 

system needs to calibrate the camera and compute a disparity map. However, in most cases in the 

industry, a pair of imaging devices is not ideally identical, so it is a necessary step to finely adjust 

and compensate for camera orientation, lens focal length, and intrinsic parameters for each camera. 

More importantly, conventional stereoscopic systems may respond differently to incident light 

reflected from the target surface. It is possible for the pixel information in the left and right images 

to be slightly different. This results in an increase in disparity error, even though the stereovision 

system is calibrated and compensated for rotation and vertical offsets between two cameras. This 

thesis aims to solve the aforementioned challenges by proposing a new stereo vision scheme based 

on only one camera to obtain target 3D data by 3D image reconstruction of two images obtained 

from two different camera positions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

3D surface imaging as a non-contact surface measurement method is becoming popular in 

a variety of market segments such as industrial metrology, manufacturing, medical diagnosis, 

scientific research, and so on [1-4]. Benefiting from its non-contact characteristics, the 3D surface 

imaging technique has the characteristics of fast response and easy operation [5,6]. As the 

technology improves by leaps and bounds, researchers have adapted to numerous applications in 

many ways, combining various 3D surface imaging schemes, positioning and coordinate 

measurement, and powerful software technology including artificial intelligence (AI) [7]. Over the 

past half century, numerous 3D surface imaging techniques have been introduced: stereoscopy 

[8,9], strobe stereoscopy [10-12], structured light 3D scanning [13-15], time-of-flight scanning 

[16], interferometry [17], holographic imaging [18], and so on. 

Stereoscopy is one of the 3D surface imaging techniques mentioned above. It is widely 

used in the industry due to its low cost and compact configuration. The stereoscopy technique is 

implemented using a pair of imaging devices to acquire multi-view images of the target at different 

locations. Use the principle of triangulation to determine the 3D position and coordinates of the 

target. Conventional stereoscopy that utilizes a pair of imaging devices (e.g., CCD or CMOS), 

Imaging lenses and other accessories such as polarizers, diffusers, light sources, etc. requires 

camera calibration and computation of a disparity map. Here, a pair of the above-mentioned 

devices are not ideally identical, so the camera parameters, lens focal length, and camera alignment 

must be fine-tuned and compensated. Also, two camera-based systems might react differently to 

the incident light reflected from the target surface, so the pixel information in the left and right 

images might be slightly different. This results in an increase in disparity error although the 
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stereovision system is calibrated and compensated for the rotation and vertical offsets between two 

cameras. 

The proposed three-dimensional imaging technology based on a single camera unit has the 

following capabilities: 1) Complete 3D positioning and coordinate measurement with only one 

imaging device and motion control platform or robotic arm, which means lower investment and 

maintenance costs, 2) Simple and convenient calibration process of the imaging system, 3) 

Adjustable baseline distance and tilt angle for more complex application environments and error 

compensation, 4) By specially designed backgrounds to reduce disparity error when for objects 

lacking surface features, 5) Finally, extraction of surface features and accurate thickness 

information of more detailed targets through image processing. As a result, the single camera unit-

based three-dimensional surface imaging technique design in the PMIG can achieve a mean 

disparity error ≤ 0.26 in the camera pixel error when doing 3D reconstruction and thickness 

measurement. 

1.1. Thesis Outline 

This thesis is divided into five chapters. Each chapter has an overview showing the main 

topic discussed in that chapter. The technology background for the following chapter is explained 

in the detailed preface. 

The second chapter provides an overview of 3D reconstruction measurement methods, 

including an explanation of the technology used in this work, the application scenario, the 

characteristics of each technology, and the development map of 3D surface imaging technology. 

The third chapter presents the design of the experimental setup and the methods used for 

image processing and feature extraction. The results are also compared and discussed in terms of 

calibration accuracy and 3D reconstruction accuracy. 
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The fourth chapter focuses on the measurement error analysis of the single camera unit 

based three-dimensional surface imaging technique. 

Finally, the fifth chapter will briefly summarize and discuss the main results and discuss 

future work. 
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2. A REVIEW: CURRENT METHODOLOGY OF 3D SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION AND 

ANALYSIS 

 

2.1. Overview 

With the development of image quality and computability, and the urgent need for fast and 

accurate inspection, the importance of non-contact inspection techniques has been recognized by 

industry and academia. Compared to traditional probe scanning such as coordinate measuring 

machines (CMMs), non-contact inspection has significant advantages in detection speed, 

operation, and maintenance costs. Although there are currently some non-contact inspection 

solutions provided by equipment suppliers, these methods are time-consuming, and most of them 

require additional steps to achieve geometry measurement process, such as scanning electron 

microscope (SEM), atomic force microscope (AFM), which are not the preferred choice for 

industry, especially assembly line production environments [1]. In this review, the current and 

previous methods of 3D reconstruction are presented and the current challenges are summarized. 

The technologies in the novel solution proposed in the thesis and its potential are also presented. 

2.2. Preface 

2.2.1. 3D Shape Acquisition 

3D shape acquisition can be divided into contact and non-contact techniques [2]. Compared 

with non-contact techniques, contact techniques are more mature and have been used in the 

industry earlier. The advantage of contact measurement is high measurement accuracy, which is 

suitable for the precision of the three structural parameters of small workpieces, and its precision 

can reach the nanometer level [3,4]. But contact measurement is severely limited by the shape of 

the measuring tool and the target to be measured, the cause is limited to use for the large 
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measurement area. And the calibration of contact measurement techniques is complicated and 

time-consuming, for CMM measuring instruments of the displacement probe many errors caused 

by the radius of the displacement probe must be properly compensated to ensure the accuracy of 

measurement. And cosine errors can occur if the detector and measurement target surfaces are not 

aligned, as shown in Figure 2.1 [5].  The fatal flaw of contact measurement techniques is that they 

run the risk of damaging the sample under test. Even with CMMs, there is still a risk of the probe 

scratching the surface of the target, especially when measuring non-rigid bodies [6-9]. 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic of the cosine error [5]. 

 

𝐿′ = 𝐿 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 (2.1) 

 

𝜀c = 𝐿 − 𝐿′ = 𝐿(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) (2.2) 

where 𝐿 is the actual displacement, 𝐿′ is the measured displacement,  is the misalignment angle, 

and c is the cosine error. 

 

To overcome the above limitations of contact measurement, the non-contact surface 

measurement method is becoming popular in a variety of markets, and the technology can be 

adapted in many ways for numerous applications [10,11]. The advantage of non-contact techniques 

is the speed of measurement, which typically measures areas rather than single points on a target 

[12-16]. The non-contact techniques commonly used in the industry are basically based on the 
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principle of reflection. Optical-based techniques occupy a large share of the non-contact market 

due to their high accuracy and low cost. Beyond visible or infrared wavelengths, acoustic detection 

and ranging are the most popular non-contact options. An overview of the above techniques is 

summarized in Figure. 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2. Summary of 3D shape acquisition techniques. 

 

2.2.2. Active measurement 

Active measurement requires the instrument to actively transmit controllable signals 

(sound waves, electromagnetic waves, visible light, lasers, etc.) to the target being measured. 

The surface characteristics of the target are calculated by comparing the transmitted signal and 

the feedback signal. A 3D reconstruction of the entire target can be obtained by scanning. 

2.2.2.1. Time of Flight 

Time of Flight (TOF) is a mature 3D shape measurement technique whose earliest 

application can be traced back to ultrasonic distance measurement a century ago. The principle of 

TOF is to load a light-emitting element, and the photos emitted by the light-emitting element are 
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reflected after hitting the surface of the object. By using a receiver, the photos emitted and reflected 

by the light-emitting element can be detected to calculate the time-of-flight of the photon. The 

distance of the photon flight can be obtained from the photon flight time. Figure 2.3 illustrates the 

working principle of a single-pixel TOF system.  

 

Figure 2.3. Time-of-flight transmission, reflection, and reception principle. 

 

Due to its simple operating principle, it has a very wide range of industrial applications 

[17]. 3D cameras from Sony Depthsensing Solutions mainly use this technology. This technology 

has been widely used for military scanning [18] or Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) in 

autonomous vehicles [19]. However, this method offers lower resolution compared to stroboscopy 

and structured light scanning methods, is sensitive to lighting conditions, and is difficult to 

calibrate the system. 

2.2.2.2. Structured-Light 

The basic principle of structured light based camera technology is to introduce a laser 

projector and place a special stripe pattern outside it, when the laser beam is projected and imaged 

through the stripe pattern, it will be refracted so that the final landing point of the laser light on the 

surface of the object will be shifted. This allows us to use a camera to detect and collect the pattern 

projected on the surface of the object, and calculate the position and thickness information of the 
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object through the pattern displacement change algorithm, and then restore the entire 3D space, 

which is essentially a triangulation-based technique [20]. 

A classic structured light system is laser triangulation [21], shown in Figure 2.4. The 

system obtains the position and coordinates of the target by localizing the laser spot projected by 

the laser pointer using equations 2.3 and 2.4. This method is highly dependent on the performance 

of the camera and stripe pattern generator, and relies on the displacement of the landing point after 

laser refraction, so its measurement range is limited. Since the displacement caused by refraction 

is not obvious, measuring out of range can lead to errors in the calculated thickness information. 

 

Figure 2.4. Triangulation with a single laser spot [21]. 

 

𝑧 =
𝑏

tan(𝛼) + tan(𝛽)
 (2.3) 

 

𝑥 = 𝑧 ∗ tan(𝛼) (2.4) 

 

2.2.3. Passive measurement 

Passive measurements use optical and geometric relationships to measure the thickness of 

a target and its three-dimensional features [22]. Compared to active measurements, their 
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equipment and principle are simpler and more stable. These advantages make it occupy a larger 

market share in non-contact measurement. 

2.2.3.1. Multi-camera 

This technique requires at least two or more imaging devices to simultaneously acquire 

image information of the target [23-26]. It is a bionic design inspired by the compound eye of 

insects or the eyes of humans [27,28]. It works by comparing the disparity between different image 

positions and then converting it into thickness information to complete the 3D reconstruction of 

the target. 

2.2.3.2. Stereoscopic 

The stereoscopic system is one of the most common applications of multi-camera 

technology [29,30]. Stereoscopic calculates thickness information based on geometric principles. 

Since the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the two imaging devices are known. By finding the 

target position in different images, the thickness of the object from the camera through the 

algorithm [31-33]. Stereoscopic system relies entirely on computer vision algorithms to achieve 

3D reconstruction, and its technical cost and power consumption requirements are much lower 

than structured light or TOF. 

The working principle of the single-camera unit-based three-dimensional surface imaging 

technique introduced in this theory is based on stereoscopy. The details and application will be 

introduced in 2.3.3. 
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2.3. 3D motion stereo vision measurement 

Based on the number of imaging devices, stereo vision motion measurement can be divided 

into binocular stereo vision (BSV), multiple view stereo (MVS), and single camera stereo vision 

[34]. 

2.3.1. 3D reconstruction based on BSV 

In binocular stereo vision, two imaging devices are required to capture images of the target 

at different locations or orientations at the same time [35-37]. It is a bionic design inspired by the 

3D perception of the human eye. Its working principle is to compare the disparity between different 

image positions and then convert it into depth information to complete the 3D reconstruction. 

Taking advantage of the computer's data processing capabilities, the machine vision algorithm is 

able to perceive and process images faster and more accurately than the human eye in most cases, 

which is conducive to image post-processing such as feature point extraction and so on. Based on 

these advantages, the development of binocular stereo vision technology has attracted the attention 

of academia and industry [38-39]. It is suitable for a wide range of applications due to its non-

contact measurement and optical-based characteristics. 

Wang et al. recently introduced a golf ball tracking system that uses a high-speed stereo 

camera for in-process measurement of golf feature extraction, trajectory analysis, speed detection, 

etc. It can track the golf ball motion at a speed of up to 360 km/h under normal indoor lighting 

conditions, and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.5 [40]. 
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Figure 2.5. High-speed stereo vision system for golf ball tracking [40]. 

 

As shown in Figure 2.6, Guo et al. recently introduced strobe stereoscopy, which combines 

stereoscopy and stroboscopy for in-process measurement of cutting tool geometry and 

reconstruction of 360-degree full-view 3D images to monitor tool conditions [41-43]. 

 

Figure 2.6. (a) Experimental setup of the proposed method, (b) Experimental target end mill 

sample, (c) Phase-locked surface map of the end mill [43]. 

 

As shown in Figure 2.7, Japanese researchers use two cameras to capture the features of 

human facial layout and realize the real-time measurement of human head pose and gaze 

direction through the features in the image [44]. 
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Figure 2.7. a) Experimental setup of the proposed method, b) Results of face tracking in different 

situations, c) Results of gaze direction detection [44]. 

 

With the progress of today's era and the development of science and technology, stereo 

vision motion measurement technology has developed rapidly. Binocular stereo vision does not 

require any additional equipment for measurement, and it can completely rely on optical and 

geometric recombination detection of target object features. Due to its excellent measurement 

performance, it is becoming popular in a variety of market segments, such as virtual reality (VR), 

measurement and inspection, manufacturing, medical diagnosis, video game entertainment, and 

so on [45-49]. Currently, common applications include lane departure warning (LDW), 3D 

scanning, etc., as shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8. Common stereo vision motion measurement applications: (a) lane departure warning, 

(b) handheld 3D scanner, (c) smartphone binocular camera. 

 

2.3.2. 3D reconstruction based on MVS 

MVS technology is a general term for a group of technologies that use stereo matching and 

more than two image acquisition devices. MVS is often confused with Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (SLAM) and Structure from Motion (SFM), but there is a fundamental difference 

between them. MVS estimates 3D structure from known camera positions, while SLAM and SFM 

recover 3D structure from unknown camera positions [50]. 

The 3D reconstruction based on MVS can be roughly divided into three steps. First, 

multiple imaging devices are used to collect images of the measured sample, and then the camera 

parameters of each imaging device are calculated. Finally, a set of images and corresponding 

camera parameters are used to reconstruct the 3D geometry of the measured sample [51-53], as 

shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9. Example of a multi-view stereo pipeline. Clockwise: input images, posed images, 

reconstructed 3D geometry, textured 3D geometry [54]. 

 

 Since MVS has excellent 3D reconstruction performance, many companies are engaged 

in research and development of related products, including Qualisys, Natural Point, etc. The 

German company CONTEMPLAS GmbH develops innovative solutions for professional motion 

analysis for athletes and fitness enthusiasts. TEMPLO is a popular motion capture system 

developed by the company [55]. As shown in Figure 2.10, their system captures motion from all 

perspectives with synchronized multi-camera systems from different perspectives, and the data 

has been further processed and analyzed to provide athletes with proper training analysis and 

planning, such as posture and strength. 
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Figure 2.10. TEMPLO Motion Capture System: (a) Multi-camera system with 5 cameras, (b) 3D 

markerless tracking. 

 

2.3.3. 3D reconstruction based on single camera stereo vision 

Single camera stereoscopy requires only one imaging device to obtain the three-

dimensional information of the measured object [56,57]. The principle is based on BSV: by 

moving the target or the imaging devices, two images of the target at different locations are 

obtained by scanning. The 3D surface image can then be reconstructed using the stereoscopy 

algorithm [58]. Compared to BSV, single-camera-based stereoscopy has attracted widespread 

attention due to its simple structure, easy implementation, and convenient on-site calibration [59-

61]. 

A thickness measurement technique based on stereo vision with integrated camera rotation 

was recently presented by Lin et al. The scheme is shown in Figure 2.11. The camera was mounted 

on a shaft motion motor, and it was moved by the motor to obtain two images of the different 

positions of the target. However, the images obtained at this time cannot be directly reconstructed 

in 3D because the two images have inconsistent orientations. In this case, the camera's rotation 

matrix must be calibrated so that the two images can be properly aligned. Robust Features (SURF) 

and Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) algorithms were then used to facilitate feature 
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extraction and correspondence matching. The results show that the three-dimensional thickness of 

simply shaped objects can be calculated [62]. 

 

Figure 2.11. (a) Schematic of the stereo from sensor rotation design, (b) rectification of a stereo 

image pair based on the sensor rotation angle [62]. 

 

As shown in Figure. 2.12, Zhu et al. presented the design and calibration of a single-

camera-based stereo vision sensor. This system uses one image capture device and two optical 

reflectors. If the optical path is properly designed, the reflectors can divide the effective field of 

view of the camera image into two symmetrical regions.  Each symmetrical region can be 

equivalent to one camera system, making the entire imaging system equivalent to a BSV system 

[63]. 
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Where 𝑀1𝐿, 𝑀1𝑅 , 𝑀2𝐿 , 𝑀2𝑅 are two couples of symmetrical reflectors.  𝐶 is the real camera 

and 𝐶2𝐿 , 𝐶2𝑅 are two virtual cameras. 

Figure 2.12. The optical path of the single camera stereo vision sensor [63]. 

 

In conclusion, single camera stereoscopy cannot directly infer the 3D reconstruction of 

the measured target. This is because the obtained image features contain only 2D information. 

Additional information is needed to obtain the 3D information of the target [64,65]. It is well 

known that 2D and 3D information are not directly related. We can understand the relationship 

between them as non-linear. A scaling factor  𝛽is needed to restore the relationship between 

them. Additional equipment such as the axis motion motor and optical reflectors mentioned 

above are required to obtain the scaling factor [63]. This will increase its manufacturing cost and 

equipment complexity. But in most cases, even with the additional equipment, the cost is still 

lower than that of the traditional BSV system. This equipment often provides the advantage of a 

single camera stereo system, such as simplifying the calibration process and improving the 

measurement accuracy. At present, there are very few scientific research projects and related 

products based on single camera stereoscopy, which leaves a lot of development opportunities. 
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2.4. Summary 

 The review highlights the importance of the quality of 3D reconstruction and the reasons 

for the increasing need for optics-based non-contact 3D measurement, especially single-camera 

based. However, most of the research is still at the theoretical stage with very limited ability to 

perform 3D reconstructions. And there are very few commercially available devices that can 

perform 3D measurements with a single imaging device. Most of the available methods are 

based on reflectance. These technologies required professional optical path calibration, which is 

not industry friendly, especially in a production environment. And the single camera system 

based on reflectors is very sensitive to light such as reflections, illumination, or shadows. As a 

result, its measurement stability and application scenarios are lower than those of traditional 

optics-based non-contact 3D measurement, which greatly reduces its practicality. A novel single 

camera stereoscopy is needed to overcome the above shortcomings and fill the current market 

gap. 
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3. *A SINGLE CAMERA UNIT-BASED THREE-DIMENSIONALSURFACE IMAGING 

TECHNIQUE 

 

3.1. Overview 

Inspecting surface features is an essential step in manufacturing quality control that helps 

reduce the flow of defective products to the marketplace [1-3]. The industry has focused on contact 

3D inspection techniques for decades, but traditional contact 3D inspection can no longer keep up 

with the pace of production. The industry is gradually moving to optical-based, non-contact 3D 

inspection [4,5]. 

This proposed single camera based stereoscopy built a precise motion system and used a 

CCD camera for image acquisition. The principles and techniques of the proposed inspection 

method are described, and the experimental setup is demonstrated. The 3D reconstruction from a 

single camera unit-based 3D surface imaging technique, compared with the conventional 

stereoscopic technique, obtains a better thickness calculation accuracy and surface feature 

extraction ability. 

3.2. Preface 

As industry and academia increasingly demand compact 3D surface imaging techniques, 

optics-based techniques are considered an affordable, highly efficient method to achieve 3D 

reconstruction [6,7]. The conventional stereoscopic measurement system has disadvantages such 

as a) constant baseline, b) low mobility, c) complex calibration, and d) high space consumption. 

In this research, a single-camera system-based stereoscopy was proposed to avoid such alignment, 

 
* This research has been submitted to the International Journal of Precision Engineering and Manufacturing Journal 

and is under review. 
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calibration, and disparity error problems in conventional stereoscopy. Unlike conventional 

stereoscopy, which requires a pair of imaging devices, 3D surface imaging was achieved by 3D 

image reconstruction from two images taken from two different camera positions. The proposed 

imaging and calibration procedures are discussed below and compared with those of traditional 

stereoscopy. 

3.3. Measurement method  

Through the movement of the target or imaging devices, two images of the target at 

different locations are obtained by scanning. Then the 3D surface image can be reconstructed using 

the stereoscopy algorithm. 

3.3.1. Stereoscopic imaging system 

The conventional stereoscopic technique is implemented with a pair of imaging devices 

to acquire multi-view images of the target at different locations. The methodology schematic of 

the stereoscopy metrology is presented in Figure 3.1. The coordinate of an object point 𝐺 in the 

global SRS (Spatial Reference System) are (𝑋𝐺 , 𝑌𝐺 , 𝑍𝐺), and the point is projected onto the 

image plane of the left and right imaging devices, respectively. In the left imaging plane SRS, 

the coordinates of the projection point 𝑃𝑙 are(𝑋𝑝𝑙, 𝑌𝑝𝑙) and the projection point 𝑃𝑟 in the right 

imaging plane SRS are (𝑋𝑝𝑟 , 𝑌𝑝𝑟). 
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Figure 3.1. The principle of conventional stereoscopy. 

 

In the schematic above, 𝑧 represents the distance from the target to the imaging device, 𝑓 

represents the imaging device’s effective focal length, and 𝐵 is the baseline between a pair of 

imaging devices.  

Based on the principle of projective geometry, the disparity between two images and the 

depth of the target can be calculated as [8]: 

 

𝑧 =
𝐵𝑓

𝑥𝑃𝑟 − 𝑥𝑃𝑙
 (3.1) 

 

Where 𝑥𝑃𝑟 − 𝑥𝑃𝑙 is the disparity between two images. 

The global SRS of the detected object point G is calculated as follows [9-10]: 

𝑋𝐺 =
𝑥𝑃𝑙𝑧

𝑓
 (3.2) 
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𝑌𝐺 =
𝑦𝑃𝑙𝑧

𝑓
 (3.3) 

 

 

3.3.2. Single camera unit-based 3D surface imaging technique 

Based on the 3D image reconstruction principle described above, an image taken at a 

single position cannot generate disparity However, the disparity can be calculated by adjusting 

the relative position of the imaging device or the target, since the parameter obtained from two 

views is sufficient for triangulation and 3D image reconstruction. Using the geometric 

transformation described in Figure 3.2, a virtual imaging device can be made equivalent. The 

virtual imaging device at 𝐶𝑟 shares the same corrected calibration matrix (𝐾𝑙 = 𝐾𝑟) as the 

physical imaging device 𝐶𝑙. The corrected calibration matrix (K) taking into account the non-

square and non-perpendicular aspect of the pixels and the calibration matrix is shown below: 

𝐾 = [
𝑓𝑚𝑥 𝑠 𝑐𝑥
0 𝑓𝑚𝑦 𝑐𝑦
0 0 1

] (3.4) 

 

Where skew parameter 𝑠 = 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑠(α) introduces this correction, α being the angle between two 

sides of the pixel. And 𝑚𝑥 and 𝑚𝑦 represent the number of pixels per length unit along the X- 

and Y-axes. The values of 𝑐𝑥 and 𝑐𝑦 correspond to the optical center coordinates in pixels at the 

lower left corner of the sensor. 

This calibration process is relatively simple and fast compared to conventional 

stereoscopic techniques. This is because, in the conventional method, the intrinsic parameters of 

each imaging device (𝐾𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐾𝑟) require independent calibration. 
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The stereoscopic technique can achieve accurate 3D reconstruction with high speed and 

superior stereo matching ability. Conventional stereoscopy requires two imaging devices with 

precisely calibrated internal and external parameters. In some industrial scenarios, the space is 

too limited to accommodate a pair of imaging devices, and the system alignment is greatly 

affected by environmental factors. In this theory, a novel 3D reconstruction method is proposed 

where only a single imaging device is used for stereo vision. Two experiments were designed to 

evaluate the proposed methods. 

In method #1, the setup is shown in Figure. 3.2a. The imaging device is stationary, and 

the target motion is in a horizontal direction. Two images of the target were captured from 

different perspectives (𝐶𝐿&𝐶𝑅). On the other hand, in method #2 as depicted in Figure. 3.2b, the 

target is stationary, and the imaging device motion is in a horizontal direction. Two images of the 

target were captured from different perspectives (𝐶𝐿&𝐶𝑅). 

 

Figure 3.2. The proposed stereoscopy: (a) method #1 and (b) method #2. 
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3.4. Experiments 

3.4.1. Experimental system 

To evaluate the performance of the single camera unit-based 3D imaging technique, two 

independent vision systems were built under laboratory conditions. The configuration of method 

#1 is illustrated in Figure 3.3a. The camera was fixed to a table clamp attached to an optical 

breadboard, and the precision linear stage controlled by a stepper motor was used to move the 

target for scanning. On the other hand, in method #2, as shown in Figure 3.3b, the target was 

fixed on an optical stage and a UFACTORY xArm 6 Collaborative Robot was used to move the 

camera for scanning. The robotic system has a repeatability of ±0.1 mm. 

 
Figure 3.3. Experimental setup: (a) method #1 and (b) method #2. 

 

For verification purposes, a CCD laser displacement sensor-based measurement system 

was constructed to measure the thickness of the specimen shown in Figure 3.4. A Keyence LK-

G35 laser displacement sensor with 50 nm repeatability was mounted on an optical stage. The 

sample was placed on a Trilogy single-axis linear stage (0.1 μm accuracy). The line scan data of 

the target thickness was set as the reference value. 
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Figure 3.4. Displacement sensing system. 

 

All experimental configurations use the same imaging device, the Basler acA5472-17 CCD 

camera, to acquire images. The camera is a CMOS with a sensor size of 13.1 mm × 13.1 mm and 

a resolution of 5472 pixels × 3648 pixels, and the pixel size of the imaging system is 2.4 µm × 2.4 

µm. The camera is equipped with a Moritex ML-U1217SR-18C lens with a focal length of 12 mm. 

The imaging system includes an illumination device with a ring-shaped LED. Data were processed 

in the MATLAB and LABVIEW environments. 

3.4.2.  Calibration 

Calibration is an essential step in determining the camera's internal and external 

parameters, the accuracy of which dramatically affects the quality of the 3D reconstruction [11-

15]. An alumina calibration checkerboard with a square side length of 0.5 mm and an accuracy of 

±20 um was used as the calibration target, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5. The material property of the GP070 calibration checkerboard. 

 

Based on the principle in Section 2.3.3, two images of the calibration target can be captured 

by the camera during target or camera movement. 50 groups of checkerboard images were taken 

at different positions for system calibration, as shown in Figure 3.6. For a single camera system, 

camera #2 has the same parameters as camera #1 because it is an equivalent camera that does not 

physically exist. The camera calibration was performed using the Stereo Camera Calibrator 

application in MATLAB, which adopted Zhang's calibration algorithm [16-18]. 

 

Figure 3.6. A pair of checkerboard images for camera calibration: (a) left location and (b) right 

location. 

 

The histograms of the reprojection errors of method 1, method 2, and conventional are shown in 

Figure. 3.7, and the calibration results of the camera system are shown in Table 3.1.  
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Figure 3.7. Reprojection error histogram: (a) method #1, (b) method #2, and (c) conventional 

method. 

 

Table 3.1. Comparison of reprojection errors of two proposed methods and conventional methods. 

 Method #1 Method #2 Conventional method 

Reprojection 

Error (pixel) 

0.26 0.54 0.29 

 

3.4.3. Image acquisition  

3.4.3.1. Experiment: Method #1 

In the first experiment, the setup Arduino IDE sends the digital signal to the stepper 

motor controller to scan the sample target. The target is placed in the center of the camera's field 

of view. We installed a cross laser emitter behind the camera to adjust its orientation on the 
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target by specular projection. In a pair of images, the first image was taken when the stage 

moved -4.0 mm and the second image was taken when the stage moved in the opposite direction 

to +4.0 mm. 

3.4.3.2. Experiment: Method #2 

Instead of moving the target, the camera was moved in the Method #2 experiment. The 

camera was attached to the end effector of a robotic manipulator whose motion was controlled by 

a Python-coded program. As in method #1, a pair of images was taken, the first when the camera 

was moved to -4.0 mm and the second when the camera was moved to +4.0 mm. The camera's 

SRS can be calculated by matrix transformation of each motion position, and the system's external 

parameters can be obtained. 

3.4.4. Thickness data processing 

The result of 3D image reconstruction is directly affected by the quality of the raw image 

captured by the camera [19]. The reflections, shadows, electromagnetic interference, and other 

factors can cause noise in the 3D data, which affects the quality and accuracy of the thickness 

calculation. To improve the 3D reconstruction result, these unwanted noises must be suppressed 

by filter processing. The image processing is performed by the following steps: (1) Extract 

thickness data, (2) Separate the target and background, (3) Calculate the mean value of the 

background thickness, (4) Remove the mean value from both the target and background, (5) Filter 

the target and background separately, (6) Overlay the target and background to generate processed 

thickness data, (7) Reconstruct the 3D surface image. The process flowcharts are shown in Figure 

3.8. 
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Figure 3.8. 3D image reconstruction process: flow chart. 

 

To separate the target from the background, we use edge detection to find the boundaries 

of objects within the images. Considering the complexity of the background, we first convert the 

original image into a binary image based on the threshold to enhance the edge of the image to 

improve the contrast of the image. Then, morphology is applied to create structural elements 

according to the specified shape, and it is used to perform dilation, corrosion, and opening and 

closing operations on the structural elements of the target area [20,21]. The process of edge 

detection is illustrated in Figure. 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9. Edge detection process: results. 

 

The pairing of pixels in the two images is critical to the disparity calculation. For objects 

that lack surface features or have a repeating texture, this mismatch can easily occur, resulting in 

a significant error in the disparity calculation example shown in Figure. 3.10 [22-24]. 

 

(a) Original image (b)  inary image (c) Dilation and erosion operations

 disk shaped 

(d) Reverse  lack and White in a  inary

 mage 

(e) Dilation and erosion

operations diamond shaped 
(f) Separationof the target

and the background
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Figure 3.10. Examples of finding a match point: (a) missing texture, (b) repeating texture. 

 

In this study, a unique background design was introduced to reduce the disparity error. The 

background is mainly white and filled with irregular geometric patterns (Figure 3.11). When the 

target has no surface features, the algorithm can pick up feature points in the background that can 

be used for matching. This unique texture design can reduce the feature point matching error in 

low-texture images, thereby reducing the disparity computation error (Figure 3.12b). 
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Figure 3.11. Background texture design. 

 

The edge detection algorithm was used to separate the target from the background, the 

principle and experimental procedure can be referred to above. It is possible to have a deviation of 

a few pixels in edge detection, which may cause some background points to be classified as the 

target, or the target to appear as the background. This could cause a significant error in the depth 

calculation at the edge. To reduce the effect of the above problems on the uncertainty of the 

thickness measurement accuracy, after the target edge is detected, as shown in the red circle in 

Figure. 3.12c, the mask of the target is obtained by reducing 10 pixels from the edge. As shown 

by the green circle in Figure. 3.12d, the background mask is obtained by expanding 10 pixels from 

the edge, as shown by the blue circle in Figure. 3.12e. 

To evaluate the performance of the thickness estimation, a linear measurement was 

performed horizontally along the center of the circle (Figure 3.12g). The comparison of raw and 

processed data is shown in Figure 3.12h. 
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Figure 3.12. 3D image reconstruction process: results. 

 

3.4.5. Regular geometry & simple surface features 

The proposed single camera unit based 3D imaging technique measured the round 

geometry sample under laboratory conditions. The sample has a thickness of 1.20 mm and a radius 

of 7.50 mm (Figure. 3.13). The 3D point cloud map of the surface reconstruction along with the 

results of the central horizontal linear scan are shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. A similar pattern 

was observed at the center of the linear line. The ability to extract the surface feature on the target 

was validated by the experimental results. 
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Figure 3.13. Camera view of the measured target. 
 

 

Figure 3.14. 3D image reconstruction point cloud results: (a) method #1 and (b) method #2. 
 

 

Figure 3.15. Experimental result: 3D image and its line profiles obtained by different methods. 
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The 3D point cloud map was drawn to validate the reconstruction performance. The mean 

value of the detected thickness obtained by different methods is shown in Table 3.2. Compared 

with the laser displacement sensor result, the measured thickness from both experiments was 

accurate with a relative error of less than 3%, as shown in Figure 3.15. The larger error in method 

#2 could be caused by the motion error of the robot arm, which can increase the multi-axis motion 

error during scanning. In addition, the feature profiles of method #1 were measured without the 

background pattern and using a conventional two-camera-based imaging system. The output of the 

laser displacement sensor was considered as the baseline data. The averaged thickness measured 

by method #1 and conventional stereoscopy showed 0.10 mm and 0.02 mm higher than the 

baseline data, respectively. From these experimental results, it was confirmed that method #1 with 

a single camera system, target scanning unit, and background pattern to reduce disparity error can 

be used for 3D surface imaging. 

 

Table 3.2. Comparison of line scanning results: profile A-A' in Figure 3.15. 

 

Method 

#1 

Method 

#2 

Method #1 

(no 

background 

pattern) 

Conventional 

method 

Laser 

displacement 

sensor 

Averaged 

thickness 

1.20 mm 1.24 mm 1.30 mm 1.22 mm 1.20 mm 
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3.4.6. Irregular geometry & complex surface features 

The experimental results showed that the single camera unit-based 3D imaging technique 

can provide a complete surface reconstruction map. We increase the surface complexity, especially 

for the irregular ravines. A matte black metal Texas A&M University logo was selected to validate 

the performance of the surface feature extraction. The 3D reconstruction process follows the same 

principle as the cylindrical sample. The 3D point cloud map of the surface reconstruction results 

is shown in Figure 3.16. 

 

Figure 3.16. 3D reconstruction point cloud results: (a) camera view image of the test sample, (b) 

method #1, and (c) method #2. 

 

Figure 3.16 shows that the 3D results obtained by method #1 could represent the shape of 

the sample, indicating that the proposed method can perform accurate measurements of samples 

with complicated geometries. However, in method #2, there may be misalignment and motion 

error of the robot arm, which may also cause tilt error, making the whole structure appear to be 

tilted. 
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4. ERROR ANALYSIS 

 

In the following, we will introduce physical and mathematical methods to mitigate the 

effects of motion error on 3D reconstruction accuracy. 

4.1. Tilt Error 

For a stereoscopic imaging system, the angle of the target and the camera should ideally 

be identical during calibration and measurement. Subtle angular transformations between the 

target and the camera can cause errors in the disparity calculation, resulting in failure of the 3D 

reconstruction. In traditional cases, we are forced to adjust the position of the camera and 

recalibrate the camera system. Take advantage of the multi-axis freedom of the robot manipulator. 

We can change the robot's pose so that the camera and the target can regain the angle of the original 

calibration. 

The "Roosevelt" design of the United States 10-cent coin was chosen as a test sample. First, 

the sample was mounted on a goniometer stage at an angle of 25 degrees and the stereo image was 

captured in its original position. Second, a robot was used to tilt the camera by 25 degrees so that 

the camera and target were in a vertical position. 
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Figure 4.1. 3D image reconstruction results: (a) original image and (b) disparity maps without 

robot aid and (c) disparity maps with robot aid. 

 

Comparing the two disparity maps in Figure 4.1, we can clearly see that when the 

calibration and measurement angles change, the quality of the disparity map decreases. However, 

if we use the robot to compensate for its tilt error, we can obtain an accurate disparity map. Using 

a robot, the camera system was able to measure a thickness of about 1.30 mm. compared to the 

coin specifications of 1.35 mm. The thickness discrepancy was only 3.70% and the disparity map 

clearly shows the head of President Roosevelt on the coin. For reference, the blue areas in Figure 

4.1c are caused by the highly reflective areas where the thickness calculation result may have a 

large error with the true value, whose thickness is assigned as an unrepresentable value or known 

as Not a Number (NaN) by filter processing to ensure the accuracy of the overall thickness 

calculation. 

4.2. Baseline Error 

Ideally, the baseline distance should be consistent when performing camera calibration. (𝐵𝑐) and 

actual measurement (𝐵𝑚). When 𝐵𝑐 = 𝐵𝑚 . We can define the measured thickness as the true 
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value.(𝑍𝑡 ), assuming no measurement error and no calculation error during the measurement 

process. In many cases, camera setup and baseline in complex industrial environments are affected 

by many uncontrollable factors that may not be able to be calibrated to the ideal baseline length. 

Also, the Pose Repeatability (RP) and Pose Accuracy (AP) of the robot manipulator are affected 

by both kinematic error and non-kinematic error, etc [1-2]. Therefore, in actual applications cases, 

the measured thickness (𝑍𝑚) and the true thickness (𝑍𝑡) are not identical due to the baseline error. 

According to equation 3.1 and the measurement method above. The disparity has a 

proportional relationship with the baseline distance based on triangulation. 

𝐵𝑐
𝑑𝑐

=
𝐵𝑚
𝑑𝑚

 

 

(4.1) 

Where 𝑑𝑐 is the disparity between two images during camera calibration and 𝑑𝑚 is the disparity 

between two images during the actual measurement. 

 

The measured thickness equation can be rewritten based on the above relationship as follows: 

𝑍𝑚 =
𝐵𝑐𝑓

𝑑𝑚
=

𝐵𝑐𝑓

𝐵𝑚
𝐵𝑐

𝑑𝑐

=
𝐵𝑐
𝐵𝑚

𝑍𝑡 = 𝛽𝑍𝑡 (4.2) 

 

The above equation indicates that there is a positive relationship between 𝑍𝑚 and 𝛽. To 

verify this theory, the target with a thickness of 1.65 mm and a radius of 7.50 mm was selected 

as the reference for this experiment. The camera system was calibrated with a baseline of 8.0 

mm. Ten groups of stereo images were collected at a constant rate of change of 0.625 mm in 

baseline distance.  
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Figure 4.2. Experimental result: curve chart of measured thickness versus 𝛽. 

 

The above graph (Figure 4.2) shows that the relationship between 𝛽 and the measured 

thickness variation (𝑍𝑚.) is controllable and we can obtain the ratio of the regression sum of 

squares (SSR) and the total sum of squares (SST) equal to 0.9814. This experiment verifies the 

linear relationship between 𝛽 and 𝑍𝑚. The experiment shows that when using a single camera 

system, even if the calibration baseline length and the measurement baseline length are different, 

the true thickness of the measured target can still be recovered using Equation 4.2. 

4.3. Summary 

The single camera-based stereoscopy was developed and preliminarily validated with the 

sample test. Successful 3D surface imaging was achieved by 3D image reconstruction from a 

pair of images obtained either from two different camera positions or from two different target 

positions. In the proposed approach, two images could be obtained either by scanning the target 

object or by moving the camera system. The proposed method was effective in reducing the 

disparity error, avoiding the camera parameter discrepancy of the two imaging systems, and 

simplifying the camera calibration procedure. As a result, the proposed method improved the 

imaging result compared to conventional stereoscopy, which is limited to the disparity error in 
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3D image reconstruction because a pair of imaging devices is not ideally identical and there is 

always an alignment error in the imaging system setup. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1. Conclusion 

The research work presented in this thesis includes the development and investigation of 

the novel single camera-based stereoscopy to address the current challenges and limitations of 

conventional stereoscopy, such as calibration error, space occupancy, and mobility, as a result, 

single camera-based stereoscopy can save up to 50% space occupancy and cost by reducing one 

imaging device. And it can be easily integrated with assembly line conveyor belts by using method 

#1 or comment with a robotic manipulator as method #2 for industrial production, this research 

has great potential to be commercialized. In addition, single camera-based stereoscopy has greater 

mobility, it has at least one degree of freedom. This allows the user to adjust the camera baseline 

to the size of the object without recalibration. Finally, single-camera stereoscopy can provide sub-

millimeter errors in thickness measurement, which can be used for precision applications such as 

cutting tool monitoring. Therefore, single-camera-based stereoscopy has the potential to provide 

high-precision, non-contact measurement with advantages such as simplicity, cost-effectiveness, 

and efficiency. 

5.2. Future Works 

For future work, a stroboscopic instrument could be added to the current setup [1-4]. The 

proposed methods can also be applied to the measurement, characterization, and monitoring of 

various dynamic scenarios in dimensional metrology, as schematically shown in Figure 5.1. The 

3D reconstruction at the microscale could also be achieved by using an objective lens instead of 

an ordinary zoom lens, and the new system could be used in high-precision 3D microscopy. This 

project is currently in its initial stages as a continuation of this theory. The schematic diagram and 

experimental setup are shown in Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.1. Single camera-based strobo stereoscopy: (a) schematic diagram and (b) Experimental 

setup. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Single camera-based 3D microscopy: (a) schematic diagram and (b) experimental 

setup. 
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